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Introduction

- In this period, there has been a lot of drug used among teenagers. Drugs have big impact on users, not only limited to physical damage, but its has have an impact on morale and change the character of a person. Flacks, S. (2019).
- As a result, the morals and character of the Indonesian nation that should have been passed on to adolescents were actually lost and caused other moral problems.
- Based on the results of the researcher’s preliminary study, it is known that an approach known as the Moral-spiritual approach is used to rehabilitate the morale and character of victims who are affected by drugs.

How does a moral-spiritual approach work in carrying out moral and character rehabilitation?
Overview of drug and rehabilitation institutions

The Concept of Citizenship Education

Character Development Concept

Moral Spiritual Approach
Method

Research Approach: qualitative

Research Method: Deskriptiive

Data collection:
• Interview
• Observation
• Documentation

Data Analisys:
• Data reduction
• Presentation of data
• Conclusion / Verification

Key Informan:
• Moral and Spiritual Advisor
• Counselor
• Drug victims
Findings and Discussion

- To rebuild the morale and character of drug victims through moral-spiritual approach, manifested in TC and Religious Development:
  
  1. Therapeutic Community (TC). Is a form of real life simulation in a residential container. In TC, there are various philosophies and norms that are adopted to form good behavior.
Findings and Discussion

2. Fostering the religious aspect is carried out through reading holy books, providing religious knowledge, dhikr, Kultum and other worship activities. The purpose of this activity is to cultivate the spirituality of drug victims to become faithful and devout.
Conclusion

Through the two things above, values, morals and norms are implanted. With the inculcation of values, morals and norms that are carried out routinely and with the right method, the best results are expected to occur. So that there can be changes in the moral and character of drug victims.
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